A Vase of Flowers

Have a go at this challenge. All you need is paper (use your workbooks or a piece of paper), a pencil and some colours. I can’t wait to see what your designs all look like when we come back to school.

1. Write name on back of paper
2. Draw 6-8 circles on top 1/2 of paper
3. Draw any type of vase under the circles
4. Draw a table line
5. Add a line pattern to the vase
6. Start designing each circle
7. Add leaves to fill space
8. Design table/wall (if time to)
9. Add color! or other details!

Don’t forget to keep drawing as much as you can. Have a look around your house for interesting objects; find something in the garden or even have a go at drawing your hand or self-portrait. From Miss Oxenham